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						Discover object-oriented programming with core concepts of C# in this unique tutorial. The book consists of four major sections which cover 15 core topics - nine of them are dedicated to object-oriented programming, five of them are dedicated to advanced concepts of C#, and one of them is dedicated to design patterns, with coverage of three Gang of Four design patterns with C# implementations. Finally, Interactive C# contains an FAQ section to cover all of these topics.

					
						This book uniquely presents a two-way discussion between a teacher and students. So, with this book you will have the feel of learning C# in a classroom environment or with your private tutor. Your teacher will discuss the problems/topics and ask you questions; at the same time, counter questions are provided to clarify points where necessary.

					
						What You Will Learn

						
							Become proficient in object-oriented programming
	
							Remake yourself as a great C# programmer
	
							Test your skills in C# fundamentals
	
							Use Visual Studio to write, compile and execute your code


					
						Who This Book Is For

					
						Programmers who want to understand the concepts and implementation of object-oriented programming in C#.
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Signal Processing for Remote SensingCRC Press, 2007


	Signal processing has been playing an increasingly important role in remote sensing,

	though most remote sensing literatures are concerned with remote sensing images. Many

	data received by remote sensors such as microwave and geophysical sensors, are signals or

	waveforms, which can be processed by analog and digital signal...
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Content Manager Implementation and Migration Cookbook (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
This Redbook deals with IBM DB2 Content Manager implementation and migration, and covers the basic concepts needed to design and implement a Content Manager solution.

This IBM Redbook deals with IBM DB2 Content Manager implementation and migration. It is aimed at architects, designers, developers, and system administrators of Content...
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Name Reactions in Heterocyclic ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Covers important name reactions relevant to heterocyclic chemistry
    The field of heterocyclic chemistry has long presented a special challenge for chemists. Because of the enormous amount and variety of information, it is often a difficult topic to cover for undergraduate and graduate chemistry students, even in simplified...
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Standard Handbook of Machine DesignMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	The definitive machine design handbook for mechanical engineers, product designers, project engineers, design engineers, and manufacturing engineers covers every aspect of machine construction and operation. The 3rd edition of the Standard Handbook of Machine Design will be redesigned to meet the challenges of a new mechanical engineering...
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Learning Geospatial Analysis with Python - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	An effective guide to geographic information systems and remote sensing analysis using Python 3


	About This Book

	
		Construct applications for GIS development by exploiting Python
	
		This focuses on built-in Python modules and libraries compatible with the Python Packaging Index distribution...
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Practice of Intramedullary Locked Nails: New Developments in Techniques and ApplicationsSpringer, 2006

	The third volume of the "Practice of Intramedullary Locked Nails" places a special focus on recent advancements in understanding the biology of fracture healing of long bones, the emerging technologies that further enhance the minimally invasive nature of closed treatment of fractures, and the availability of various surgical...
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